
Oil

The Brent front month rose more than 1% to settle at 36,06 USD/bbl on Thursday to its highest since March, supported by lower U.S. 
crude inventories and OPEC-led supply cuts. Oil has slumped in 2020, with Brent hitting a 21-year low below 16 USD/bbl in April as 
demand collapsed, but in recent weeks oil prices have risen sharply and are still on track for a fourth weekly gain. This morning oil prices 
fell after China failed to set an economic growth target for 2020, sparking concerns that the fallout from the coronavirus pandemic will 
cap fuel demand in the world’s second-largest oil user and we expect the market to trade down today.

Gas

Low demand as well as strong supply remain to hold the gas marktes in a tight grip. Heading lower and Wednesday already, losse for 
prompt contracts extended yesterday with the day-ahead contract for the Dutch TTF hub partly dipping even below 3 EUR/MWh. Prices 
further out couldn’t escape the bearish sentiment and drifted lower as well, not even sparing contracts on the longer end. The extent of 
recent losses might be followed by some correction today though overall weakness is to remain.

Coal

European coal prices reverted to gains Wednesday with the API2 Cal-21 contract ending the day up 0,54 USD/t at 52,90 USD/t. The 
move rather followed gains in related market and techicals rather than a supporting fundamental situation. Yesterday the market failed 
to hold on to the gains and drfited lower as weak gas prices and continuously muted European demand weighed on the sentiment, 
which sent the API2 Cal-21 to settle at 52,08 USD/t. In light of recent resilience the market might attempt to avoid further losses today.

Carbon

Following Tuesday’s correction EUA prices staged another jump hitting Wednesday’s high at 21,27 EUR/t and continuing to yesterday’s 
high at 21,63 EUR/t. Gains were mainly attributed to gains in bullish development in broader equity markets as well as the energy sector, 
while the lack of auctions until next Tuesday supported. In line with equity markets emissions prices though fell back yesterday to settle 
the day at 21,18 EUR/t. This morning the market dips further as some porfit taking might occur in view of recent strong gains.

Hydro
As the high over the Nordics and part sof Europe is shifting further east low pressure approaching from the west brings more unsetteld 
conditions again. Precipitation is this morning forecast to average around the norm within the next 10 days, slightly up from previous 
forecasts, lifting the projected hydro balance a bit.

Germany

Nearby contracts remainded under pressure during the last two sessions as limited demand weighed while temporary high renew-
ables output added to the bearish sentiment. Prices further out fared better Wednesday taking the lead from coal and emissions, but 
ultimately headed lower ysetrday when the whole complex started to slip. The German Cal-21 contract ended Wednesday at its high of 
37,50 EUR/MWh before sliding yesterday closing at 37,00 EUR/MWh. This morning teh market is set to continue lower.

Equities

Despite extending gains on Wednesday, global equities booked losses in yesterday’s session. Concerns about the long-term impact of 
the coronavirus remain in focus, but U.S.-China tensions increased lately once more as China’s attempt to gain more contral over Hong 
Kong by new national security legislation led Donald Trump to issue a warning the U.S. would react “very strongly”. Losses in Asian 
markets pave the way for potentially weaker development today in European and U.S. markets.

Conclusion

Nearby contracts initially traded higher on Wednesday on the impulse of drier weather forecasts. The market failed to sustain the 
upside though, potentially following the prospect of increasing temperatures starting to spur snowmelt and inflow. The Q3-20 amid this 
settled the day at 9,40 EUR/MWh, down 0,25 MWh on the day. The YR-21 contract on the contrary ended the day up 0,34 EUR/MWh at 
22,14 EUR/MWh, while emissions and German power proved supportive. We expect the market to slip further today on weak fules and 
emissions as well as a bit wetter forecasts.
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Expectation

Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

20-maj 30,13 37,21 26,08 29,39 27,92 10,17 14,97 June 20,70 22,08 11,93 13,70 20,70 4,57 5,70 June 35,77 16,28 51,27

21-maj 19,39 19,58 13,64 13,64 13,64 8,59 10,68 Q3-20 28,25 28,40 20,70 22,90 31,40 7,72 9,40 Q3-20 36,79 18,16 0,00

22-maj 13,22 18,83 10,17 10,17 20,97 7,31 8,79 2021 30,67 31,89 23,92 26,04 30,94 22,14 22,14 2021 39,57 33,60 0,00


